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Abstract 
This thesis aims to investigate whether the choice of X in the buzzword con-
struction “X Li X Qi” is at random or needs to conform to certain laws. In this 
study, a large-scale closed corpus has been built and 436 kinds of “X Li X Qi” 
items are retrieved by virtue of it. The study has explored the sanction restric-
tions of the buzzword construction “X Li X Qi” on the variable “X” from the 
phonetic coercion based on the construction grammar. It is discovered that the 
word entering “X” slot of the “X Li X Qi” is mainly appears monosyllabic, with 
a much small number of disyllabic words; meanwhile, “X” with two syllables 
will be coerced into one syllable. As for the selection of “X” initials and finals, 
the overall performance of the construction is its preference for the back voice 
and sounds articulated close to the palate and level tones—Ping, as well as its 
inhibition of “i” and oblique tones—Ze. 
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1. Introduction 

Under the background of new words changing with each passing day, a series of buzzword constructions with Chi-
nese characteristics have appeared one after another in recent years. The so-called buzzword constructions, firstly, have 
fixed or semi-fixed sentence patterns or structures; secondly, the replaceable parts have analogy, and thirdly, they are 
produced in contemporary times and widely circulated, that is, a batch of constructions produced by people in the 
process of language use, which are easy to remember and have universal dissemination, high frequency of use, and 
strong popularity at a certain stage. Looking at the current list of hot searches in Weibo in 2021, the structure of “X Li 
X Qi” has frequently become a buzzword of the times discussed and used by the whole people, such as “Cha Li Cha Qi” 
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(茶里茶气), “Ting Li Ting Qi” (厅里厅气) and even “Deng Li Deng Qi” (凳里凳气). Moreover, it is found that their 
semantic connotations are mostly positive, which is significantly different from the traditional adjective reduplication of 
“X Li X Qi”, such as “Liu Li Liu Qi” (流里流气), “Sha Li Sha Qi” (傻里傻气). However, few scholars pay attention to 
this new language phenomenon and explain it in combination with theory. 

This paper attempts to use the theory of construction coercion to analyze the phonological sanction restrictions of the 
popular network construction “X Li X Qi” on the variable “X”. This study can be helpful to enrich the existing research 
on Chinese buzzword constructions and draw people’s attention to language norms in mass media and help to inspire 
people to analyze social problems through language phenomena. Moreover, it can provide a reference for the translation 
of buzzwords and vocabulary teaching of Chinese as a foreign language. 

2. Methods 
The data of the closed corpus comes from Weibo, Bilibili, Tencent Video, iQiyi and Baidu search. The time range of 

corpus collection is set from 0:00 on December 1, 2020 to 23:00 on March 15, 2022. Considering that within one 
minute, the total number of microblogs sent by Chinese netizens may have reached millions, we conducted an exhaus-
tive search on Bilibili, Tencent Video, iQiyi and some web search engines like Baidu and Pangusosuo, while we 
adopted a random sampling method for collecting corpus from Weibo. As for collecting data from Weibo, in the ad-
vanced retrieval of Weibo homepage, the retrieval time is set from 0:00 on December 1, 2020 to 23:00 on March 15, 
2022, and the keyword is written as “里气”, which means retrieving all the blogs containing both “里” and “气” at the 
same time. Meanwhile, “Type” and “Include” are both selected “All”. All of this can be converted into a retrieval for-
mula, and then the retrieval results are crawled. After all the text is cleaned, the number of Chinese words is counted by 
using the regular expression: [\u4c00-\u9fa5]|[a-zA-Za-zA-Z0-90-9\.%%] and the total number of Chinese characters is 
1933426 (excluding punctuation). Based on this corpus, 436 kinds of “X Li X Qi” items are retrieved in the end. 

3. Verification of “X Li X Qi” as a Construction 
Construction is the unity of form-meaning pairing. Goldberg (2006, p. 5) believes that “[A]ny linguistic pattern is 

recognized as a construction as long as some aspect of its form or function is not strictly predictable from its component 
parts or from other constructions recognized to exist. In addition, patterns are stored as constructions even if they are 
fully predictable as long as they occur with sufficient frequency.” Fu (2020) analyzes the structure similar to “gay Li 
gay Qi” by applying construction coercion theory and finds that the non-adjectives entering this construction could be 
automatically adjectivalized, and the vocabulary coercion from “X” is reflected in its ability to determine the emotional 
meaning of the construction of “X Li X Qi”. Guo (2021) finds that this structure can express the speaker’s views on 
something in a playful way, and can alleviate the atmosphere of speech. Li (2022) regards “A Li A Qi” as a construction 
and finds that its constructional meaning is “evaluation of the nature and state of people or things” and the words enter-
ing this construction are mainly adjectives; moreover the entered nouns or verbs always have “descriptive meaning”. 

In the structure of “X Li X Qi”, as for form-meaning pairing, it is obvious that there is a matching relationship be-
tween form and meaning in this structure; as for “unpredictable”, definitely its function and meaning cannot be fully 
deduced from the components— “X”, “Li” and “Qi”— and the existing constructions; as for “sufficient frequency”, in 
the previous study of Wu (2011) and Chen (2012), this structure “X Li X Qi” is called by adjective reduplication and 
with an exhaustive study of this structure, they find out all the “X Li X Qi” structures in written language and some di-
alects, such as “傻里傻气”, “宝里宝气”, which can prove that adjective reduplication “X Li X Qi” is used widely in 
spoken language and dialects. But in this paper, we hold the belief that the popular structure “X Li X Qi”, which always 
used widely in the network, is different from the traditional adjective reduplication “X Li X Qi” and the following Table 
1 can be used to support this statement. 

From the above table, we can find that since December 2020, “X Li X Qi” has been the hot search on SinaWeibo and 
it is on the list of Trending topics almost each month, which reflects that “X Li X Qi” on the Network gets such a suffi-
cient frequency from Chinese netizens. However, we find no items or results by searching these popular network struc-
ture “X Li X Qi” in the corpus of CCL, BCC, MLC, Leiden Weibo Corpus (this corpus consists of 5,103,566 messages 
posted on SinaWeibo in January 2012, and its access address is http://lwc.daanvanesch.nl/), and Beijing Spoken Corpus, 
indicating that this popular structure should appear recently and is not usually used in written or spoken Chinese or in 
Weibo 10 years ago but is put into use frequently on the network actually. And by comparing the semantics and context, 
this popular network structure “X Li X Qi” is totally different from the traditional adjective reduplication “X Li X Qi”. 

All the evidence supports that the popular network structure “X Li X Qi” is a construction by satisfying the require-
ments of “form-meaning pairing”, “unpredictable” and “sufficient frequency”. So in this paper we call the popular 
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structure “X Li X Qi”, which is totally different from the traditional adjective reduplication “X Li X Qi” in 
word-formation and semantics and always used in the network only, by a name—poplar construction “X Li X Qi”. 

Table 1. Hot Searches of “X Li X Qi” in SinaWeibo (2020.12-2022.3) 

 

4. Phonological Coercion on the Variable “X” 
4.1. On the Syllable of “X” 

By observing the syllables of X in buzzword constructions, we can find that most of them are monosyllables. Even if 
there are disyllabic words (such as Tang Yan 唐嫣, Songshu 松鼠, etc.), these disyllabic words will be forcibly disas-
sembled into monosyllabic words, such as Tang Li Yan Qi, Song Li Shu Qi, etc., which makes the X position look mo-
nosyllabic in form, avoiding the existence of the structure of “Tang Yan Li Tang Yan Qi”, which has a lot to do with the 
coherence and smoothness of pronunciation. 

Table 2. X Li X Qi, which the X is disyllabic 
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4.2. On the Initials of “X” 
The initial consonants of Mandarin can be divided into seven categories according to the location of the articulation 

obstruction: labial (b, p, m, f), apicodental (z, c, s), apico-alveolar (d, t, n, l), apico-palatal (zh, ch, sh, r), lingual-palatal 
(j, q, x), velar (g, k, h).  

Considering the inheritance relationship between the traditional adjective reduplication and the network buzzword 
construction, the construction coercion on “X” may be similar; therefore, when comparing the distribution differences 
between the initials of the buzzword construction “X” and those in Mandarin, we also collect the initials data of the tra-
ditional adjective reduplication “X Li X Qi” as the initials features of the prototype construction’s “X”. At the same 
time, considering that some types of buzzword constructions are used too little, this paper also collects the initial con-
sonant data of “X” with frequency greater than or equal to 5, and finally obtains three sets of data—the initial consonant 
data of traditional “X”, the initial consonant data of “X” of all buzzword constructions, and the initial consonant data of 
“X” of buzzword constructions with frequency greater than or equal to 5. Finally, the average of them is taken as the 
initial consonant data of “X” in the construction of “X Li X Qi”. 

As for the initial consonant data of Mandarin, the 12th edition of Xinhua Dictionary is taken as the data source. 
Through manual retrieval, the initial consonant and finals data of 23236 Chinese characters are counted, and they are 
divided into 7 categories according to pronunciation positions, which are compared with the initials and finals data of 
“X” in the construction of “X Li X Qi”. See the following Table 3. 

Table 3. Frequency Map of X’s Initials in Mandarin and Constructions 

 
Through the contrast diagram of initial consonants, we can find that the distribution of initial consonants of “X” is 

generally similar to that of Mandarin. However, in the construction, compared with Mandarin, the initial consonants 
with the front pronunciation account for a significantly lower proportion, such as labial and apico-dental, velar accounts 
for a significantly higher proportion, and apico-palatal accounts for a significantly lower proportion. This is due to con-
struction coercion from “X Li X Qi”. In this construction, the pronunciation positions of “L” and “Q” of “Li” and “Qi” 
are at front of velar, and “i” is a front and high vowel, which is conducive to the formation of a prosodic structure of 
“back-front-back-front”, and the pronunciation will be smoother, avoiding the positions of articulation all being at the 
front, resulting in too tight airflow of speech. By the same token, the articulation position of apico-palatal is forward, 
and when pronouncing, the tip of the tongue is against the hard palate, and the airflow is squeezed out from the narrow 
gap, while “i” is a close front and unrounded vowel, and the articulation parts of the this two sounds are so close, and 
both the vocal cords are actually tight when pronounced. Considering the economic principle of pronunciation, this 
combination is obviously reduced in this construction. 

4.3. On the Finals of “X” 
To investigate the distribution of finals in buzzword constructions, we take frequency as the sorting standard and ar-

range them in a descending order, and it is reflected that when it comes to “ou”, the sum of the cumulative frequency 
ratios exceeds 60%, which means that it accounts for the majority. See the following table for details.  
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Therefore, 13 data from “u” to “ou” are taken into account. Considering that there are many complex finals such as 
“ao”, “ai”, “iao” and “ian”, this paper classifies them into corresponding “u”, “i”, “a”, “n” and “ng” according to the 
end position of articulation, such as “ao” and “iao” belong to “u” to calculate frequency, “ai” belongs to “i” to calculate 
frequency, and “iang” belongs to “ng” to calculate frequency. Collate the data and compare it with the distribution of 
Mandarin to get the following Table 4. 

Table 4. Frequency Map of X’s Finals in Mandarin and Buzzword Construction 

 
Diagram 1 is the distribution of main vowels in Mandarin. The audio data comes from the phonetic corpus in the 

Chinese Standard Female Voice Library (10000 sentences) provided by Biaobei (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd. This 
paper randomly selects 948 audio data, imports it into Praat 6.1. 42, and draws the acoustic vowel map of Mandarin by 
use of the script provided by Professor Xiong Ziyu.  

Through Table 4, it can be found that, compared with Mandarin, in the finals distribution of the buzzword construc-
tion’s “X”, the frequency of ‘u’, ‘ng’ and ‘a’ increases, in which ‘u’ and ‘ng’ show obvious growth, while ‘n’ decreases, 
‘i’ decreases obviously and ‘e’ keeps flat. Generally speaking, it shows preference for back vowel and close vowel, 
among which the close vowel “i”, however, is obviously inhibited. From Diagram 1, we can find that this conclusion is 
consistent with the previous conclusion obtained by observing the initial consonants of “X”, that is, the pronunciation 
position of the initial consonants of “X” is always backward. The cause of this phenomenon is rooted in the 
co-pronunciation with initials and finals, and the inhibition of close vowel “i” is due to the fact that in the construction 
of “X Li X Qi”, the finals of “Li” and “Qi” are both “i”. According to Wang (2014), it is worth mentioning that the 
proper application of double-tone overlapping rhyme can indeed produce the beauty of cycling of sounds, such as “杜
甫”—”Du Fu” (finals are all “u”), “扶苏”—”Fu Su” (finals are all “u”) and “丁玲”—”Ding Ling” (finals are all “ing”). 
However, if the double-tone overlapping rhyme exceeds three syllables, it will lead to lack of changes, which will affect 
the prosodic rhythm and actual listening sense of pronunciation, such as “黄晃煌”—”Huang Huanghuang” (the initial is 
“h” and the finals are both “uang”) in the name of a person. Therefore, most people will avoid the situation that all four 
words have the same finals, which is the same as the Chinese people’s names. 

 
Diagram 1. Main Vowels in Mandarin. 
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4.4. On the Tones and Ping&Ze of “X” 
In order to ensure the scientific nature of the data, for the tone data of the buzzword construction: X Li X Qi, this pa-

per extracts the tone and Ping&Ze data of the prototype construction—adjective reduplication “X Li X Qi”, buzzword 
construction “X Li X Qi”, and the corresponding items in the buzzword construction that appear at least five times, and 
then takes the average value to represent the tone and Ping&Ze information of the construction. In this paper, the tone 
data of Mandarin is based on the research results of Chu (2006): Tone 1: 26.4%, Tone 2: 20.5%, Tone 3: 25.3%, and 
Tone 4: 27.8%. As a whole, it reflects the preference for Tone 2 and the inhibition of Tone 4, resulting in a pattern that 
the number of level tone—Ping is obviously higher than that of oblique tone—Ze. The details are as follows. Through 
the contrast diagram of tones, we can find that compared with Mandarin, there are obviously more Tone 1 and Tone 2 in 
buzzword constructions, and there are obviously fewer Tone 3 and Tone 4 in buzzword constructions. Among them, the 
Tone 3 in buzzword constructions have little decline compared with Mandarin while Tone 4 declines obviously. This is 
because in the construction of “X Li X Qi”, “Li” has Tone 3 and “Qi” has Tone 4; both of them belong to the oblique 
tones. As is often the case, Chinese people pay attention to the four-character melody in their mind, and stress the com-
plementarity of level and oblique tones, which leads to the requirement that the tone of “X” should meet the needs of 
melody and achieve level tone in this construction. However, when the Tone 3 and the following oblique tones ap-
proach, there will be a sound change of flow of speech, which will lead to the Tone 3 becoming Tone 2; for instance, 
“你好”—”Ni Hao”, because of following “好”, “你” will become Tone 2 from Tone 3, and that’s why Tone 3 do not 
drop obviously in the buzzword construction. 

Table 5. Tones of Mandarin and Constructions 

 
Table 6. Ping&Ze of Mandarin and Constructions 
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5. Conclusion 
As for the phonological coercion on the variable “X”, it is discovered that the word entering “X” slot of the buzzword 

construction “X Li X Qi” is mainly appears monosyllabic, with a much small number of disyllabic words; meanwhile 
with “X” with two syllables will be coerced into one syllable. As for the selection of “X” initials and finals, the overall 
performance of the construction is its preference for the back voice and sounds articulated close to the palate and level 
tones—Ping, as well as its inhibition of “i” and oblique tones—Ze. According to the data and analysis, it is proved that 
the selection and formation of X in the buzzword construction “X Li X Qi” is not at random but to conform to certain 
laws, which can be explained as construction coercion with the influence of the principle of economy in the phonetic 
aspect. 
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